Press Release

Problem solving over distances using smart glasses is as effective
as face-to-face communication!
Cologne/Greifswald-Germany, 27.06.2018 - The Institute of Psychology of the University of
Greifswald in Germany published a scientific study on AR-glasses as digital assistance for
learning on the job. Focus of the study was the experimental review of competence
promotion as well as direct and unambiguous knowledge transfer across distances with
smart glasses. The problem solving of a mounting issue during the construction of a
pneumatic pump made of toy building blocks was simulated with 40 subjects. In the
experimental group, the fitter of the pump, wearing smart glasses and using the audiovisual
communication solution XpertEye from AMA, was assisted by an expert sitting in a separate
room during the construction of the pump. The expert had access to the field of view of the
smart glass wearer, including voice and gestures, transmitted in real time via the camera of
the smart glasses. On the other hand, the scientific control group was working with direct
face-to-face support in the same room. The results show that, after a short training time,
communicating with the XpertEye smart glass solution over separate rooms and thus over
distances, is comparably effective in terms of quality and time expenditure, as the
collaboration in the same room.
“We are glad to see University of Greifswald confirming what many of our partners found
out by using XpertEye in individual use cases before” stated Michael Nuernberg, Director
AMA Germany. “XpertEye lets people communicate by a virtual shoulder view as if they
were in the same room. Thanks to its intuitive controls XpertEye is the perfect tool for digital
transformation in industry and healthcare: maintenance, support, training, emergency, rural
healthcare, etc.”
“Overall, the findings provide grounds for believing that a common field of vision, as enabled
by the XpertEye smart glasses solution, can enhance the learning interaction between an
operator and a remote expert. This is a key advantage when using smart glasses, because
the audio-visual communication based on an identical field of view in real time creates a
common perspective on the most confusing problem situations (e.g. in a control cabinet or
during a complex repair) and thus reduces the risk of errors, resulting, for example, from
perspective divergences (e.g. right-left or top-down confusions). The option of displaying
relevant information directly in the smart glasses during the running work process, further
improves the quality of communication.” explained Professor Manfred Bornewasser from
University of Greifswald”
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About AMA:
Headquartered in Rennes/France, AMA provides XpertEye, an intuitive, hands-free as well as
secure audiovisual communication solution based on smart glasses that brings knowledge,
expertise and know-how quickly and digitally to any location around the world. AMA runs
subsidiaries in Boston/USA, Bucharest/Romania, Cologne/Germany and London/UnitedKingdom.
About XpertEye:
XpertEye is an all-in-one solution including hard- and software. The extensible plug-and-work
smart-glass solution can be deployed instantly and without great IT effort in any
organization, enables hands-free work in 3G / 4G / WIFI and LAN networks, but also
functions offline, gets intuitively understood by employees, meets high data protection
requirements, offers different smart glasses for individual requirements, helps to digitally
bridge distances and thus quickly adds value to any operation in industry and healthcare.
About the study “AR-glasses as digital assistance for learning on the job” of the Institute of
Psychology of the University of Greifswald:
Fischbach, J.; Bläsing, D.; Bendzioch, S.; Bornewasser, M. (2018) AR-Brillen als digitale
Assistenz beim Learning on the Job. GfA. Dortmund (Hrsg.): Frühjahrskongress 2018,
Frankfurt a.M. ARBEIT(s).WISSEN.SCHA(f)T - Grundlagen für Management &
Kompetenzentwicklung. GfA Press. (Online: http://www.gesellschaft-fuerarbeitswissenschaft.de/inhalt/dokumente/64_fruehjahrskongress_gfa.zip.)
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Visit our website to find this press release together with additional reports and product photos from
XpertEye: https://www.amaxperteye.de/presse/.
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